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ENHANCED SAMPLING TECHNIQUES FOR
PROTEIN FOLDING SIMULATIONS
1. INTRODUCTION
Proteins fold into a unique 3-dimensional structure after they
have been expressed by the Ribosome in the living cell. The
structure and stability of a protein are primarily determined by
its amino acid sequence, which also controls its function in
intra- and extra-cellular processes. With the development of experimental techniques, i.e. X-ray crystallography and solution
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques, structural information of proteins on atomic resolution became broadly accessible. Based on this structural information, an abundance
of biochemical questions could be resolved, e.g. the elucidation of G protein coupled receptor (GPCR) structures which was
awarded with the Nobel prize in Chemistry in 2012. GPCRs are
cell-receptors for ligands, including light-sensitive compounds,
odor-molecules, pheromones, hormones and neurotransmitters. Thus, an understanding of GPCR structure and function
opened the gateway to a vast number of treatment options of
various diseases [1]. At present, over 100.000 protein structures have been determined and are available from the RCSB
protein data bank [2]. Despite this huge amount of available
information based on experiments, proteins are dynamic in order to be able to execute their function, i.e. their conformation
space (the number of 3-dimensional structures accessible to
the protein at a de ned temperature) is larger than the experimentally de ned native state. Additionally, the effect of single
mutations (exchanges of amino acids in the protein sequence)
can dramatically affect the structure of proteins and change
their function. For example, pathogenic mutations such as the
Arctic Amyloid Precursor Protein (APP) mutation E693G, have
been detected to cause an increased risk for a severe form of
Alzheimer s disease in a Swedish family [3]. In order to understand protein function and the effect of mutations, pathways of
protein folding, i.e. the process of structure-formation after protein expression, have to be investigated. For these studies of
protein dynamics (conformation space) and folding pathways
on an atomistic level, computational methods have emerged
as a complementary tool to experiments.
As it has been stated in Levinthal s paradox, the protein folding
pathway cannot be a combinatorial process, i.e. the search of
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the polypeptide chain for its native conformer has to be directed and is tens of orders of magnitude faster than any combinatorial process. In this way, a reaction consisting of combinatorial search problems would contradict the experimental
observation of comparably short time-scales of protein folding
reactions [4, 5]. Instead, the folding process is dependent on
conformation-states accessible from the instantaneous con guration including the polypeptide chain, the surrounding solvent and electrolytes. In other words, starting from one instantaneous con guration (at time t) only a limited number of new
con gurations are available at a time t+dt, while structurally
independent permutations for nding a new conformer are impossible. In speci c cases, e.g. ultra-fast folding proteins, the
number of newly accessible structures in a period from t to
t+dt throughout the folding pathway is restricted to a extremely
low number. Subsequently, if we observe any protein in a hypothetically in nite time-frame, the folded state of a polypeptide
chain (corresponding to the experimental structure) is then the
ensemble of conformations (a collection of structures with the
same structural properties) occurring with the highest probability. From a thermodynamic perspective, this ensemble of
folded con gurations (with the largest occurrence) in the native state corresponds to the global free energy minimum for
this speci c protein. It is worth mentioning, that the system
containing the peptide is at equilibrium, while the protein in
this very folding process might dissipate energy into its surrounding. In other words, the system might be locally out of
equilibrium at a de ned time-frame, but not globally. This behaviour is also re ected by changes in the speci c temperature
dependent heat capacities obtained in simulations.
A vast number of theories for protein folding have been developed in the last decades, while very few developments are actually based on rst principles, i.e. on simplest and irreducible
physical conjectures. At present, there are 2 models representing different boundary cases of the rate-limiting event in protein folding reactions : First, the diffusion collision model and
second, the nucleation condensation model. In the diffusion
collision model, minor structural motifs, i.e. spatially separated
sub-structures, which already contain partial native secondary
or tertiary structures (depending on the size of the protein),
are formed slowly after the expression by the Ribosome. Subsequently, the different motifs diffuse and collide fast, driven
by thermal uctuations, until the complete native tertiary structure has aligned. The nucleation condensation model assumes
that the protein forms a nucleus in a slow process at the beginning. Through the formation of this nucleus, the global tertiary
structure is already pre-de ned. This nucleation event is then
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followed by a fast condensation -process, consisting of the
subsequent formation of structural elements (motifs) around
this nucleus leading to the native state. It should be noted, that
actual folding pathways might be described by more complex
intermediate models, e.g. an initial diffusion-collision process
might lead to a nucleation event, followed by condensation
and the formation of the native structure. Alternatively, large
proteins (> 400 amino-acids) might react through several local
nucleation-condensation mechanisms, but globally within one
single diffusion-collision process.
Most prominent in the description of protein folding and its theory are free energy landscapes (FEL). A free energy landscape
(FEL) can be de ned as a multi-dimensional space, in which
each coordinate (a vector with a suf cient number of de ning
quantities, usually only 2 order parameters for a 3-dimensional
FEL) is associated to a protein-speci c free energy (probability),
i.e. the occurrence with which this coordinate is accessed by
the protein system (see Figure 1). In terms of computer-simulations, protein speci c properties, e.g. the radius of gyration or
other order parameters (protein speci c distances), serve as
quantities to express the coordinate space and the associated
probabilities (occurrences) within each FEL [6]. As a remark,
it has to be mentioned that the FEL is always associated with
the Boltzmann-distribution of the system. In order to effectively
determine any FEL, the condition that the simulated time-average is equal to the Boltzmann distributed average (ensemble
average) has to be approximately ful lled. In terms of computer-simulations, algorithm-speci c convergence criteria have
emerged, which qualitatively allow the statement of a given
equality between time- and ensemble average. At present, only
small peptide systems up to proteins of moderate size (~120
aminoacids) can be simulated with the use of enhanced sampling techniques, so that the ensemble average can approximately be reached. A wrong out of equilibrium starting conguration with high potential energies (atomic overlaps) might
violate this principle already at the beginning of the simulation,
even if the integration algorithm can propagate the system.

Fig. 1: Ex ample of a folding free energy landscape (FEL) of the green uorescent protein (GFP). The protein can be captured in many different topological
traps, i.e. metastable states along its folding pathway. The different routes
observed in folding simulations are indicated by arrows. Representative
structures of the different metastable states are shown in this gure. The kinetic traps and metastable minima cause the time-scale problem in protein
folding simulations and necessitate the development of enhanced sampling
techniques, which are presented in this article.
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In the case of small stable folding peptides with a size lower
than 100 amino-acids, the folded state of any protein can be
found in its free energy minimum ( G = - 2-4 k BT). As a consequence, the folding pathway of this type of protein occurs
downhill along a funnel-shaped FEL (see Figure 2). A theory of
a funneled FEL also explains that folding pathways are equally
probable from any possible conformation of the peptide in the
unfolded ensemble with approximately similar folding kinetics.
The funnel-theory has been con rmed in experiments based on
temperature jump transient circular-dichroism (CD) and transient tryptophan- uorescence spectroscopy, while it should be
mentioned that these experiments contained the information of
folding of an ensemble of small and stable peptides [7]. In these
experiments, mono-exponential decay kinetics indicated a direct
folding reaction from the unfolded to the folded state with one
single effective barrier (~1-2 kBT) in between both states. From a
computational perspective, this effective barrier is a cumulative
sum of small barriers along a rough, funnelled FEL. It should
as well be mentioned here, that there are exceptions from this
theory. In general, larger proteins with a size larger than 150
aminoacids as well as protein complexes contain very complex
FELs. Other examples, where FELs become very complex, are assemblies of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs), processes of
chaperone assisted folding, and allosteric regulation, i.e. signal
processes, in which the FEL changes according to external factors, e.g. light, oxygen, ligands etc. [8, 9, 82]. Another exception
are proteins which execute their function between many metastable states with barrier-heights of ~0.5-1 k BT. In this case, the

Fig. 2: Schematic pictures of free-energy pro les in protein-folding and dynamics in the case of small stable folding peptides, e.g. TrpCage [75].
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proteins do not reach their global FEL minimum (e.g. the dysfunctional denatured state) which is separated by evolutionarily optimised high free energy barriers (~3-5 kBT). However, as
mentioned before, it can be generally assumed that any FEL on
an atomistic level is inherently rough, which means that it contains many metastable minima with comparably small barriers
of ~0.1-0.5 kBT between the unfolded and the global FEL-minima of the protein. These metastable minima can be caused by
steric effects along the peptide chain, which are characterised
as barriers in conformation enthalpy and conformation entropy.
While enthalpic effects consist mainly of non-covalent effects
like hydrogen bonds (H-bond) and hydrophobic interactions within the protein, the conformation entropy of the polypeptide chain
counteracts folding and nucleation. The same thermodynamic
driving forces account for the interaction of the protein with the
solvent, described by the solvation free energy and the solvent
viscosity which restricts the diffusion of the polypeptide chain.
In general, the hydrophobic effect represents the main stabilising force for the folded state of proteins and is one of the driving
forces for nucleation, i.e. the formation of the hydrophobic core
of proteins [10]. These effects cause an inherent roughness of
the FEL, and the evolution of the system is affected by barriers
in free energy. Thus, the rate-limiting processes are de ned by
rare events, in which the system can change from one metastable state into another state along the FEL [11].
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a method, which propagates a
particle based (in this case atomistic) system in time using
Newton s second law of motion. Using a nite time-integration
approach, the potential energy gradients in the system are
calculated for each time-step (1-2 femtoseconds). The potential energy in the system are usually described by bonded and
non-bonded pairwise interactions, which can be separated into
van der Waals (Lennard-Jones potential) and electrostatic interactions (Coulomb potential) on the basis of a classical approximation of molecular interactions. Each potential energy
parameter is conventionally derived from quantum chemical
calculations, and then (in certain cases) adapted to t to speci c (temperature-dependent (!)) molecular properties (dipole
moments, static dielectric permittivities, diffusion-coef cients,
isothermal compressibilities, phase-partition coef cients etc.).
These parameter sets are collected in widely used force elds,
e.g. AMBER03, CHARMM27, OPLS-AA, GROMOS96 ..etc.
MD simulations have emerged as a common tool to investigate
pathways of folding and for the prediction of protein structure
[12, 13, 14]. However, since the dynamics of proteins evolves
along a complex FEL, conventional MD is severely affected by
the timescale problem in the description of proteins [15]. In
other words, the equilibrium uctuations in conventional MD
allow only rarely a transition of the protein system to cross free
energy barriers along its rough FEL. Thus, conventional MD trajectories (coordinates as function of simulated time) can describe only parts of the conformation space (FEL) at moderate
computational cost. Recently, a number of developments have
been made with the goal to enhance sampling of protein dynamics and protein folding in general. In this article, we will introduce replica exchange MD, Metadynamics and hybrid MD/
kinetic Monte Carlo techniques (MD-kMC) for the enhanced
sampling in protein folding simulations.
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1.1 REPLICA EXCHANGE MOLECULAR DYNAMICS
Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics (REMD) is a method
which simulates the same starting con guration (protein, water) at various temperatures in parallel Molecular Dynamics
Simulations (replicas). For example, the replica with index 0 is
propagated at room-temperature, and replica(1) at T=302 K,
while the highest replica(N) is simulated at T=450 K. This
means that the identical starting con guration is replicated
and propagated simultaneously in parallel at various temperatures (see Figure 3). At a given interval, e.g. every 1000 integration steps, an exchange is attempted between 2 neighbouring replicas depending on a probability expressed by a
Boltzmann-factor, i.e. the exponent of the negative product of
the differences between both instantaneous potential energies and the reciprocal temperatures from each replica. If an
exchange is permitted according to this criterion, the coordinates and velocities are exchanged. That means, that after an
exchange between replica(0) and replica(1) at t>t(exchange),
replica(0) will propagate the coordinates of replica(1), while
replica(1) will simulate the con guration of replica(0) obtained
at t(exchange) [16, 17]. In popular simulation packages an exchange between all replicas with even and odd indices is attempted (0<->1, 2<->3, ) at an even exchange attempt, while
in each subsequent trial exchanges between odd and even
replica-indices are attempted (1<->2, 3<->4, ). As a nal result, the accumulated trajectories of each replica contain the
ensemble (Boltzmann-distributed) information of the peptide
system at the related replica-temperature. It should be mentioned here, that time-dependent dynamic information is lost
through the exchange process, but the conformation-averaging
process for each replica is highly accelerated. This process can
be also understood in terms of a repeated Boltzmann-weighted simulated annealing (SA) process, while the detailed balance condition ensures that each replica remains within its
Boltzmann-distributed ensemble average, in contrast to SA.
In other words, one replica (e.g. replica(0)) follows a conven-

Fig. 3: S chematic picture of the REMD method. T he system is simulated in
parallel molecular dynamics replicas with rising temperature. The con guration starting at the lowest temperature travels within this temperature
space. At high temperature, the probability to reach different low-energy
states is increased. Thus, sampling is enhanced and the conformation space
is explored faster than with conventional MD.
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tional MD-propagation till the time of an exchange-attempt.
At the time of an attempt, a random conformation change (a
Monte-Carlo move) generated by the neighbouring replica(1)
in the prior sampling period is proposed, which is accepted in
the case if the Boltzmann-criterion is ful lled. In the case of
acceptance, replica(0) continues to sample the con guration
of replica(1) at temperature(0). Through this REMD procedure,
the conformation space of a peptide system can be ef ciently
sampled at each individual temperature simultaneously, i.e.
the folding behaviour of a protein at room-temperature can be
obtained, but at the same time also at all other individual temperature-related Boltzmann-distributions (i.e. the temperature
dependent FELs for each replica). Usually, the replica temperatures are chosen such that the exchange probability is suf ciently high (~10 %), i.e. there will be a suf cient exchange between the parallel replicas. This exchange probability primarily
depends on the overlap of distributions of potential energies
in neighbouring replicas, which is correlated with the temperatures in both replicas (e.g. in the case of an exchange probability of 100 % between replicas 1 and 2, the instantaneous
energy difference (E1 - E2) is equal to zero or negative between
the 2 replicas). In conventional REMD, the replicas rise in temperature with increasing replica index, and each replica performs different dynamics in a different thermodynamic state.
This thermodynamic state of the system can be characterised
by its average temperature and the associated entropy in the
system. With increasing temperature, the entropy in the system
rises, resulting in a larger number of possible con gurations in
the system. Therefore, an exchange between higher and lower
replicas enables fast sampling of the conformation ensemble
at each individual temperature. The quality of sampling in a
REMD simulation is measured by the number of swaps of each
replica, and how often the highest replica is visited by the replica with the lowest index.
REMD has emerged as a major technique for enhanced sampling and is widely used. However, the demanding question
when REMD simulations have converged has not been fully
resolved, yet [18]. As a measure for the convergence of REMD
simulations, quantities such as the root-mean square deviation to the native structure (the structure with the highest occurrence), other order parameters (native contact order, secondary structure content, intra-peptide distances, radius of
gyration) and the number of native hydrogen-bonds have been
proposed [19]. Clearly, a unique measure for convergence is
the conformation entropy and folding free energy resulting
from the probability distributions and the root-mean square
uctuation of the protein. In the case if no experimental data
(folding free energies, structural data) or reference simulations
exist, speci c analyses and statistical tests should be performed to probe the simulations for statistical consistency and
convergence of statistical quantities related to the conformation entropy [20]. Finally, we note that REMD becomes computationally demanding the more particles are contained in the
system, since the overlap in the potential energies decreases
and the temperature differences have to be decreased so that
the exchange rate remains suf ciently high. A number of developments have been made to enhance the sampling ef ciency
of REMD, and to extend it to other ensembles (for example the
NPT - constant particle number, constant pressure, constant

Fig. 4: Folding intermediates of the TrpCage mini-protein sampled in REMD
simulations [19]. It has been found that TrpCage folds along both nucleation-condensation and diffusion-collision pathways. The central Trp-residue
and the adjacent Poly-Proline helix facilitates a fast collapse into the native
structure.

temperature - ensemble.) [21-47]. REMD has been used for
the prediction of FELs of the TrpCage miniprotein (see Figure 4)
[18], the TrpZipper -stranded peptides and GB1 [48-54]. In
another work, the in uence of the solvent on folding and unfolding of TrpCage has been investigated [51, 52]. A number
of studies have been performed on the protein folding problem
in vicinity of surfaces [53-54]. Finally, we also mention that
REMD also has been used in combination with coarse-graining
techniques for the simulation of protein aggregation [55].
1.2 METADYNAMICS
Metadynamics is a technique which enhances sampling in MD
simulations and reconstructs the FEL of a system as function of
few selected degrees of freedom, i.e. collective variables (CVs).
In metadynamics the MD-simulation is accelerated by a history
dependent bias potential, which is constructed in the space of
the CVs (see Figure 5). For example, the CV for sodium chloride would be the center to center distance between both ions,
corresponding to ion-ion association and dissociation processes. In the case of a plain di-alanine peptide, the dihedral angle
along the amide-bond represents a CV for this system, re ecting the reaction coordinate for isomerization processes. In plain
words, the system is forced by the bias to permanently visit new
states along the de ned CV, e.g. a sodium ion is slightly driven
in a prede ned way to change its relative position towards chloride to either associate or dissociate. Thereby, the simulation
is highly accelerated, because the system, e.g. the sodium ion,
permanently tends to leave minima along the FEL and searches for new states. The deeper the FEL minimum, the longer
the system stays in this region, but as the bias (in the form of
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a)

b)

dynamics (a combination of REMD and Metadynamics) [46]. (b) Schematic
2-dimensional potential energy pro le with the instantaneous conformation
indicated in blue and red colored spheres. In the course of the Metadynamics

ed in a stepwise process. Essential in Metadynamics is the appropriate choice
collective variables to de ne the reaction coordinate (collective variable).

Gaussians) has lled this minimum, the system will be driven
towards new states. A number of methods belong to this class
of methods, including umbrella sampling [56], local elevation
[57], conformational ooding [58, 59], adaptive force bias [60],
steered MD [61] and self-healing umbrella sampling [62]. The
external history dependent bias potential is added to the Hamiltonian of the system. It is written in form of a sum of Gaussians
deposited along the system trajectory in CV-space, which discourages the system to revisit sampled con gurations. The bias
is applied continuously either through an extended Lagrange
formalism [63] or the bias acts directly on the microscopic coordinates in the system. In that way, Metadynamics accelerates
the sampling of rare events and enables the system to escape
from local free energy minima. Metadynamics does not require
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an a priori knowledge of the free energy landscape and explores
the regions low in free energy rst. At the nal stage, the applied
bias potential provides an estimate of the un-biased free energy. This is possible, since the history dependent bias potential
can be successively substracted again from the ooded potential-energy state and the histogram-dependent free energies of
all visited states of the FEL. Although the formalism is suitable
for the acceleration of simulations and the determination of the
free energy, there are 2 major problems in this technique. First,
the bias potential does not lead automatically to convergence
in sampling of the entire FEL, but can lead to oscillations in
one certain region of the FEL. Second, the identi cation of a
set of CVs for a complex process is far from being trivial. The
selection of any CV has to distinguish between the initial and
the nal state of a simulation and has to describe the relevant
intermediates. Furthermore, it has to describe every slow mode
in the system. Finally, the number of CVs selected to describe
the system has to be as small as possible. Choosing the correct
CV is based on an understanding of the physical problem or the
underlying chemistry and might include a number of trials until
the right CVs are found.
In protein folding, the number of degrees of freedom is enormously huge and the underlying topology of the systems is very
complex. Thus, Metadynamics usually has been combined with
REMD which was described before (e.g. bias-exchange Metadynamics). However, it should be noted that a suf cient overlap
between the potential energy distributions of neighbouring replicas is needed and Metadynamics-REMD scales not optimal
with increasing system size. The combination of REMD with
the well-tempered ensemble (WTE) should also be mentioned
here, which uses a bias potential depending on the time-dependent potential energy of the system [65]. Metadynamics
has been applied successfully on folding of the GB1- hairpin
[67, 68], and the effect of point mutations on the headpieces of Villin and Advillin [69]. This method has been applied
to explore the conformation FEL of the prion protein [70], the
dynamics of a kinase domain [71] and processes connected
to proline isomerization [72]. We mention a study on folding of
TrpCage, where multiple biases where applied on the system
in form of a bias-exchange Metadynamics technique [47]. In
another work, the bias potential is varied according to an associated variational approach for the determination of the folding
free energy surface of small peptides [72]. Finally, we mention
that as in the case of REMD a formalism has been proposed for
the estimation of kinetics in Metadynamics [73].
1.3 HYBRID KINETIC MONTE CARLO - MD
The hybrid kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) - MD method presented
here, is a technique for the semi-deterministic propagation of a
particle based protein system. It consists of sequential alternations of MD-phases and particle based kMC-steps. In kMC-MD,
the kMC step performs transitions from one minimum along
the FEL to another [78, 79]. For this structure-based transition within one speci c kMC step, a priori assumptions have
to be made on the rate determining processes the system
can perform in general (see Figure 6). In terms of time-accuracy and the unrestrained access of the conformation space
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no-Nucleotide (FMN) as co-factor, which undergoes a photocycle after irradiation with blue-light (450 nm). This photocycle
consists of the formation of a triplet state (lifetime ca. 4 s) followed by covalent bond-formation with a reactive cysteine residue (Cys450). This signalling state persists for many seconds
until AsLOV2 converts back to its dark state. The signalling behavior of AsLOV2 is connected to the time-scale problem, since
the signalling dynamics occur on time-scales of seconds and
longer. Therefore, we developed the kMC-MD methodology, in
which the time-scales have been separated between the signalling dynamics within the Flavin-binding pocket and exterior
parts of AsLOV2 [78]. The time-dependent events in the binding pocket of AsLOV2 could be described in agreement with
MD-simulations, and the method described the late stages of
the signalling state in agreement with experiments [82, 83].
In a subsequent study, we developed a fully residue based
kMC-MD method, which performs residue-based kMC-moves
along the whole protein sequence. Through this development,
the separation of time-scales within the kMC-phase became
negligible. In that way, large protein domains can be simulated
with the kMC-MD method. We developed a model for full-length
phototropin1 from Chlamydomonas reinhardtii consisting of 2
LOV-domains and a C-terminal kinase domain connected by inter-domain linker regions. We found that these linker regions
play an essential role in signalling of phototropin1 in the signalling state. This linker region partially unfolds in the dark state,
while the linker region forms a helix-turn-helix (HTH) motif in the
signalling state [79]. These kMC-MD results were con rmed by
later experiments [84].

Fig. 6: Schematic description of kMC-moves used in the kMC-MD method. As
described in the main text, the kMC moves used for the simulation of folding
of peptides included dihedral rotations and longitudinal moves of segments
in the polypeptide chain [74, 76].

of the protein, the set of all possible moves has to be suf ciently complete. For proteins, we have selected dihedral rotations and aminoacid translations as essential moves which
are performed by individual aminoacids in the protein. Each
of these kMC events is at rst probed for its transition state
energy through a stepwise transition in the dihedral angle or
the H-bond distance of one aminoacid. For each step, after,
e.g. the H-bonding distance or the dihedral angle has been
changed, a thermodynamic integration step is performed in order to determine the free energy at one certain position along
the one-dimensional reaction coordinate for this particular
event. This very process is performed for a number of de ned
steps, and nally a list of transition energies is generated consisting of all events (H-bond moves, dihedral rotations) of the
aminoacids of one selected group in the protein sequence. The
rate ri of each event is then calculated according to Kramer s
rate description in the condensed phase [80, 81].

Encouraged by this success, we developed and applied kMCMD on protein folding problems. We validated this method on
folding of TrpCage starting from a fully extended polypeptide
chain (see Figure 7). We found that different kMC moves lead
to different folding pathways (see Figure 8). Dihedral moves
along the backbone combined with H-bond moves lead predominantly to a diffusion-collision pathway with a preferential
formation of secondary structure. Longitudinal moves involving
the formation of contacts along the tertiary structure lead to
a preference of the nucleation condensation pathway of TrpCage with prior formation of the tertiary structure [74]. Due
to the computational ef ciency of the kMC-MD approach, we
performed a total of 40 folding simulations. We observed that
the folding time itself also strongly depends on the selected
set of kMC moves. The complete move set described folding
along both pathways, while the folding time was in the experimental range of 4 s. Recently, we generalised the move sets
for folding of -stranded and -helical peptides [76]. Here, we
modi ed the longitudinal moves for tertiary structure formation
to moves along Cartesian axes, and showed that this algorithm
was able to fold reliably TrpCage, TrpZip4 and GB1 [76].

Initially, the kMC-MD method has been applied to the signaling dynamics of the light, oxygen or voltage sensitive domain 2
from Avena sativa (oat) (AsLOV2). AsLOV2 is part of the photosensory protein-complex phototropin1 (As-phot1) consisting of
2 domains and a C-terminal Ser-Thr kinase responsible for the
phototropic response of the plant. AsLOV2 contains Flavin-Mo-
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a)

b)

Fig. 8: Intermediates found in kMC-MD simulations of folding of the TrpCage
miniprotein including the time-information and observed pathways. T he latter depend on the applied kMC-moves: Method(a) considers only dihedral rotations and H-bond formation/breakage moves. Method(b) uses only moves
which aim on the formation and breakage of contacts along the peptide
chain. Method(c) uses the complete set of kMC-moves. While the kMC-MD
simulation, which employs secondary structure moves follows a diffusion
collision pathway, tertiary structure moves lead to a preference for the nucleation condensation pathway of folding. A combination of both move-sets
facilitates both pathways.

Fig. 7: (a) Root mean square deviation (RMSD) to the backbone of the native
structure (PDB : 1L2Y [75]) as function of kMC-time [73]. The folding pathway occurs along a 2-state pathway, i.e. the time-dependent decay follows a
mono-exponential function. The folding time and the 2-state behavior are in
agreement with experiments [6]. (b) Schematic description of 2-dimensional
free energy pro les in the course of a kMC-MD simulation. In each kMC-step,
the system can change into another metastable minimum and can cross transition state barriers. In the subsequent MD-phase the system can propagate
into the minimum of this state (Here, the minimum is located orthogonal to
the reaction coordinate). In the next kMC-step, the system can propagate into
another metastable state. In that way, kMC-MD enhances sampling in combination with a given time-information which is determined on the y [78].
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1.4 CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we presented and compared 3 different enhanced sampling methods for the simulation of protein folding. We started with replica exchange MD which enhances
sampling through the simulation in parallel ensembles at different temperatures and frequent swapping in temperature
space. Various improvements in REMD have been developed,
which aim on a decrease of the needed amount of replicas
while the temperature differences can be increased. Metadynamics is a method based on the de nition of fundamental
collective variables, which describe reaction coordinates in
the system. These collective variables de ne the space of the
time-dependent bias potential, which is subsequently lled
with Gaussians throughout the simulation. Thereby, the system can escape from free energy minima and is prevented to
revisit states. Finally, we presented a new development based
on a hybridisation of kinetic-Monte Carlo and MD (kMC-MD).
This method is based on a separation of timescales between
the kMC- and the MD-phase. While the MD-phase relaxes the
structure of the polypeptide within its thermodynamic state,
the kMC phase crosses long timescales through a structural
transition connected to a rate-dependent time. In a recent development, the peptide can transition from one state to another by a sequence of dihedral rotations and translations. It
has been shown that the new algorithm is able to fold reliably -helical and -stranded peptides. We emphasise that the
computational cost of kMC-MD is low, while long time-scales
can be reached with this new technique and the kinetics are in
agreement with experimental data.
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INTRODUCTION
Hydrogen is considered as a key component in future energy
systems due to its ability of energy storage, which would mitigate current problems of intermittent availability of renewable
energies. [1, 2] Current research uses several approaches to obtain hydrogen from renewable sources such as electrolysis of
water by wind energy or photocatalytic water splitting. In the
latter case natural photosynthesis serves as the blueprint. In
brief, absorption of light in two spatially separated photosystems (photosystem I and II) provides the energy for water oxidation and NADPH formation.[3] This separation was adopted
by different research labs focusing either on proton reduction
or water oxidation using sacri cial agents. By doing so, basic
processes of electron and/or proton transfer could be easier
examined. This strategy will contribute to deepen the understanding of the underlying mechanisms, which is crucial for the
development of integrated solar water splitting devices.
The main subject of this contribution is the presentation of
different methods and mechanistic investigations of systems,
which are able to undergo the reduction half-reaction resulting
in hydrogen evolution. One approach comprises the development and analysis of heterogeneous materials like oxide and
sul de semiconductor composites, e.g. titania, polymer-based
semiconductor composites[4] and also combinations thereof
with molecular complexes. A thorough overview on these materials can be found in a recent review of Marschall.[5]
Another possibility to enable water reduction with visible light
is the utilization of molecular systems like in natural photosynthesis. In these systems a light harvesting unit, the so-called
photocenter or photosensitizer, is required. Metal complexes of
e.g. Ru, Os and Ir are prominent examples of molecular photosensitizers, where visible light absorption is enabled by a longDr. Stefanie Tschierlei
Institute of Organic Chemistry, University of Stuttgart
Pfaffenwaldring 55, 70569 Stuttgart, Germany
E-Mail: stefanie.tschierlei@oc.uni-stuttgart.de

lived metal-to-ligand-charge-transfer (MLCT).[6, 7] In dyads this
photo subunit is directly connected via a bridging ligand to a
second metal, which acts as catalytic center, where the reduction reaction occurs (Fig. 1, top). To recover the photocatalyst
and to close the catalytic cycle sacri cial reagents are required.
Recent advances in the development of such (supra-)molecular
devices, where the whole reaction occurs within one molecule,
have been reported.[8] The advantages of such intramolecular
systems are obvious: a) modular construction, b) direct in uence on catalytic and photophysical properties through changes of the structure, c) fast light-induced intramolecular electron
transfer processes from the photocenter to the catalytic center
and d) a directional electron transfer minimizing loss of energy which is tunable by the choice of the substituents. These
all-in-one systems offer the chance to analyze the underlying
structure-activity-properties in detail. Since the electron transfer processes are very fast, femtosecond transient absorption
spectroscopy is a suitable method.

Fig. 1: Representation of the different steps during the photocatalytic reactions within an intra- (top) and an intermolecular system (bottom). After light
harvesting with a photocenter (PS, photosensitizer) an electron is transferred to the catalytic center (cat. subunit), where the reduction reaction
takes place. A sacri cial reagent (SR) recovers the PS.
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Another molecular approach, closer to the concept of the photosynthesis, is the usage of different small and convenient
molecules ful lling the various tasks during the reduction reaction separately. In this case, the photocenter is most often
a coordination compound based on ruthenium,[6] iridium[7] or
even copper.[9] Contrary to dyads, no direct connection to the
catalytic center exists, and thus, the catalyst can be changed
independently over a wide range. Mostly, cobalt catalysts[10] or
mimics of the active sites of natural hydrogenase enzymes (iron
systems),[11, 12] which can ful ll the reversible proton reduction
or hydrogen oxidation, are used. The essential electron transfer
processes from the photosensitizer to the catalytic subunit take
only place by the direct interaction of the different molecules
via collision. These processes are much slower compared to
the transfer of the rst electron in intramolecular approaches
and occur in the nano- to microsecond time scale. Moreover,
the light-induced intermediates appearing during the intermolecular catalytic processes are easier to identify by nanosecond
transient absorption spectroscopy, because a comparison with
the spectroscopic features of the reduced and/or protonated
species by means of UV/vis or FTIR spectro-electrochemistry
is accessible.
INTRAMOLECULAR PROCESSES

FIRST STEP

Molecular photocatalysts, which combine the photo unit with a
catalytic unit via a bridge, have attracted a lot of attention in the
last decades.[8] One research focus is dedicated to the bridge,
because a directed electron transfer between the active parts
as well as the storage of electrons is feasible for further cataly
to intensively study the correlation between the electron transfer steps and the catalytic results, the so-called structure-activity-relationships. One prominent example of a hydrogen evolving
complex is [(tbbpy)Ru(tpphz)PdCl2]2+ (RuPd with tbbby = 4,4 -ditert-butyl-2,2 -bipyridine and tpphz = tetrapyrido[3,2-a:2 ,3 c:3 ,2 -h:2 ,3 -j]phenazine, see inset Fig. 2).[13]
For RuPd the turnover number (TON), which is the produced
amount of hydrogen per mole of catalyst, has been analyzed
in dependence on the excitation wavelength.[13] The highest hydrogen yield was obtained with blue light of 458 nm and the
TON is decreased by the usage of increasing wavelengths (more
red light). In contrast to the slope of the respective absorption
spectrum (black line Fig. 2, bottom) the decline of the TON is
weaker. Consequently, the catalytic ef ciency, which is obtained
by division of TON by , depends on the color of the photons
and increases with larger wavelengths as depicted in Fig. 2,
bottom (circles). After absorption these photons induce a metal-to-ligand charge transfer from Ru to the coordinated ligands
raising the question of a correlation between catalytic ef ciency
and the features of this rst step of the photocatalytic process.
In particular, the elucidation of the localization of the excited
states on the ligands was in the center of attention, which could
be ideally investigated with resonance Raman spectroscopy.
Using this approach information about modes with a large displacement from the equilibrium geometry at the Frank-Condon
point could be obtained, which provides direct evidence for the
localization of the excited state (resulting in enlarged Raman
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Fig. 2: Top: Structure of RuPd. Resonance Raman Spectrum (black) of RuPd
excited at 458 nm. The Raman bands were quantitatively analyzed by deconvolution with Lorentzian pro les. Assignment to the terminal tbbpy ligand
(red) and bridging tpphz ligand (blue). Bottom: Absorption spectrum of RuPd in
acetonitrile (black line), normalized ef ciency spectrum of the hydrogen catalysis is the division of TON by the extinction coef cient (circles), normalized
Raman band areas A divided by extinction coef cient of RuPd of tbbpy (blue
crosses) and tpphz ligand (red rectangles) at different excitation wavelengths.
The values of the catalytic ef ciency and the areas are normalized to 458 nm.

bands).[15] With an excitation wavelength of 458 nm the analysis of the Raman spectrum (Fig. 2, top, black) reveals that both
ligands, the terminal tbbpy (red) and the tpphz bridge (blue), are
involved in the underlying metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT)
transitions. Quantitative analysis of the assigned Raman bands
at different excitation wavelengths discloses different areas for
both ligands. The ratio of the area of the Raman bands of the
bridging ligand tpphz to the total area of the whole Raman spectrum increases with increasing wavelength, which means that
the area per extinction increases as well (Fig. 2, bottom blue
and red). Thus, the electron density of the excited state shifts
from the terminal to the bridging ligand if the used photons are
redder. This experimental result of the Raman spectroscopy was
also con rmed by extended time-dependent DFT calculations.
Moreover, the comparison of these ndings shows an obvious
correlation between the localization of the excited state at the
tpphz ligand and the hydrogen amount.[14]
In conclusion, the importance of the initial photoexcitation for
the ef ciency of catalysis is emphasized. Notably, a MLCT to
the terminal tbbpy ligands results in a less pronounced contribution to hydrogen evolution and the direct involvement of the
bridge is favorable. Thus, not only the capability of the bridge to
store electrons for the catalytic process, but also the initial photoexcitation steps are crucial and should be considered for the
design of new all-in-one photocatalysts. An optimal design
hampers the contribution of the terminal ligand(s) and pushes
the electron transfer through the photoexcitation straight toward the intramolecularly linked catalytic center.
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INTRAMOLECULAR PROCESSES
STEPS

ELECTRON TRANSFER

To analyze the spectral signatures it is convenient to characterize the mononuclear complex [(tbbpy)Ru(tpphz)]2+ (Ru) without
any catalytic unit to get a clue about the underlying processes.
As a result, the obtained pump-probe data in acetonitrile with
an excitation wavelength of 507 nm could be tted with two
time constants, 1 = 1.2 ps and 2 = 240 ps.[16] The rst time
constant could be explained with the formation of a phenanthroline centered 3MLCT state after the initial population of tpphz
and tbbpy, which is also known as interligand hopping from
the terminal tbbpy to the bridging tpphz ligand. Afterwards,
this phenanthroline based excited state is depopulated within
240 ps and simultaneously a long-lived excited state is populated, which is localized on the phenazine part of the tpphz
(Fig. 3, time constants in brackets). Finally, the deactivation
of this long-lived state occurs as emission and takes place in
154 ns in air-saturated acetonitrile.[13]

Fig. 3: Photoinduced electron transfer from the photo-center to the catalytic center. The time constants for RuPd and Ru (in brackets) have been
obtained by femtosecond time-resolved transient absorption spectroscopy
in acetonitrile.[16]

The initial MLCT transitions in RuPd are not affected by the coordination of a PdCl2 unit on the tpphz ligand and are still spread
over the three coordinating ligands. However, the driving force
of the subsequent electron transfer processes is increased and
the interligand hopping occurs in 0.8 ps and the population of
the phenazine sphere of the tpphz is followed in 5 ps (Fig. 3).
Especially the latter transition is almost two orders of magnitude faster compared to the situation in Ru. In the case of Ru
this populated excited state lives nanoseconds, but for RuPd
the state decays within 310 ps and no comparable feature
could be detected in Ru. Thus, this process was assigned in
accordance to the literature to a ligand-to-metal charge transfer
from the tpphz moiety to the Pd unit.
In conclusion, femtosecond time-resolved transient absorption
spectroscopy provided insights into the fast electron transfer
processes of an intramolecularly working photocatalyst. It was

shown that the rst light-induced reduction of the Pd(II) ion,
which acts as the catalytic center, occurs in less than 310 ps
in a polar solvent.
Hence, the rst electron of the catalysis is not stored at the
bridging ligand and is instead directly transferred to Pd. Thus,
this electron transfer is much faster than the recovery of the
photocatalyst by the sacri cial donor, because this regeneration is diffusion limited and much slower (nano- to microsecond time scale). It is also clear that the rst electron is not the
rate limiting step of the catalytic hydrogen production. Therefore, the focus of future work should lie on the stabilization of
the catalytically active species[17, 18] and on the detection of
the pathways of the second electron,[19] which is necessary to
accomplish the proton reduction.
One approach towards this goal comprises the use of a bridging ligand with an extended -system, e.g. tri(phenanthrolino)
hexaazatriphenylene (phat). This ligand allows the coordination
of three metal centers, and thus, might combine two photocenters and one catalytic unit. However, catalysis did not work
using this system, which shows the importance of the simultaneous presence of several factors such as suf cient electron
transfer, availability of a second electron and suf cient reduction potentials.[20]
Another strategy to allow directed electron transfer comprises the supramolecular assembly of photosensitizer and catalyst via hydrogen bonds. Ligands bearing H donor functions,
such as biimidazoles, offer a good opportunity to interact with
H bond acceptors like polyoxometalates (POMs). Therefore,
ruthenium biimidazole and bibenzimidazole complexes were
reacted with [ -Mo8O26 ]4-. Using biimidazole a 1:1 aggregate
could be observed by X-ray crystallography. However, in the
case of bibenzimidazole a rearrangement of the photosensitizer as well as the POM could be observed using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, mass spectrometry (MS),
electron absorption spectroscopy (UV/vis), X-ray and pH measurements. Thus, a transformation of the POM to [Mo6O19 ]2- and
of the photosensitizer to a bridged dimer occurs. This process
is mainly explained by the instability of the POM cluster, which
could be con rmed by using a more stable one by phenylphosphonate substitution. This cluster formed again stable 1:1 aggregates with the photosensitizer. [21]
However, besides the initial photoexcitation and the subsequent electron transfer steps the stability is crucial. Therefore,
intermolecular systems offer the great advantage of independent optimization with respect to electron transfer AND stability.
INTERMOLECULAR PROCESSES
UNIT

THE PHOTOSENSITIZER

The intermolecular approach allows a very exible handling,
because the kind and the amount of the photo unit as well
as the catalytic unit can be adjusted independently. Furthermore, the ratio of these components can be changed during
the course of catalysis, which is an important advantage compared to supramolecular working systems, especially in the
case of malfunction of one unit.
Besides the common use of Ru(II)[6] and Ir(III)[7] complexes also
Cu(I) photosensitizers (CuPS) can be used as light harvesting
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unit.[22,23] A new type of heteroleptic [Cu(P^P)(N^N)]+ complexes (HET), based on a sterically demanding diphosphine P^P
and a diimine N^N ligand, has been designed and successfully
used in terms of proton reduction. So far, with these HET complexes turnover numbers of more than 1000 hydrogen atoms
per Cu complex[24] can be obtained compared to below 100
with homoleptic [Cu(N^N)2]+ complexes (HOM).[25] Due to this
large difference between these related CuPS it is of very high
importance to understand the underlying structure-activity-relationships to be able to improve these photosensitizers.
A starting point is the analysis of the ground state structure of
HET-1 (Fig. 4, left) obtained by X-Ray crystallography. The geometrical arrangement of the PPNN atoms around the central
Cu center is nearly tetrahedral, because the planes of the xantphos and the phenanthroline ligand form an angle of 83.8°. [26]
In contrast to the substituted phenanthroline ligand in HOM-1
(Fig. 4, right) the xantphos ligand is sterically more demanding
and its backbone is distorted out of the plane. Thus, distortion
of HET-1 after photoexcitation is prevented by this phosphine
ligand in combination with the substituents at the 2,9-position
of the phenanthroline ligand (detailed description below). The
results of this weaker attening is: a) the emission maximum is
shifted from 770 (HOM-1) to 569 nm (HET-1), b) the quantum
yield is above 8 % and c) the emission lifetime is increased
from some ns (HOM-1) to 6.4 s (HET-1) in tetrahydrofuran.
[27]
Especially the very long emission lifetime for most HET in
comparison to HOM indicates that the nucleophilic attack of
the solvent molecules to the excited state, and consequently,
the exciplex quenching is hindered.[27]
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es instead of red (HOM).

3

3

[26, 28]

3

Fig. 4: Structure of HET-1 (left) and of the related HOM-1 ( right).

Fig. 5: Jablonski diagram of the excited state charge transfer processes
in Cu(I) complexes after photoexcitation. Ground state (S0 ), singlet excited
state with D2 symmetry (S1D2 ), singlet excited state with distorted D 2d symmetry after the distortion of the ligand sphere (S1 D2d), triplet excited state with
D2d symmetry (T1 D2d). The given point groups are assigned with respect to the
surrounding geometry of a homoleptic copper center. However, the presence
of P^P in HET leads to a decrease in symmetry (i.e. C2v instead of D2 ).

A long lifetime of an excited state can be bene cial for a catalytic process, because the excited photosensitizer has much
more time to interact with an electron donor or the catalyst.
Besides the different behavior of the triplet excited state of homoleptic and heteroleptic copper complexes it is also of interest to investigate the occurring processes directly after photoexcitation. For CuPS it is known that the metal-to-ligand charge
transfer (MLCT) changes the formal electron con guration of
the central copper ion from d10 to d 9. Subsequently, the ligand
sphere responds to this change of the electron con guration by
a geometrical reorganization from a tetrahedral to a distorted
square-planar structure of the NNNN atoms around the metal
center. This occurs within approx. 700 fs, followed by an intersystem crossing from the singlet to the respective triplet state,
which is reached within 10 ps.[28]
The rst surprising issue concerning photoexcitation of HET-1
is the exclusive involvement of the diimine ligand in the MLCT
process. In consequence, the extinction coef cient is only half
as intense as in bisdiimine complexes and the changed electron density at the copper ion causes a hypsochromic shift in
the absorption resulting in a yellow color (HET) of the complex-

In fact, it is appreciable to know that these processes are comparable for the different Cu(I) complexes, but all these steps
are very fast and not rate liming in terms of photocatalysis and
hydrogen production.
Based on this knowledge analysis of the further reaction steps
to transfer one electron from the excited CuPS to the catalyst
shall be undertaken. In principle, the photosensitizer can directly transfer one electron to the catalyst, which is called oxidative
transfer, or can be reduced initially by a sacri cial electron donor and will donate the electron in a second step to the catalyst
(Fig. 6, bottom). Cyclic voltammetry measurements revealed
the reversibility of the reduction of HET-1 and in combination
with UV/vis and EPR spectroscopy the respective reduced intermediate could be detected (Fig. 6, top, blue).[29] Further, HET-1
was reduced photochemically with triethylamine under visible
light irradiation (Fig. 6, top, black). The obtained EPR signature
was the same like the one observed during electrochemical
treatment,[30] and thus, it is obvious that the photo-induced
reduction is a possible pathway to transfer an electron to the
catalyst. The same procedure was performed for the oxidative
quenching mechanism with the result that the oxidized CuPS
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can be obtained as well. Furthermore, a condition-dependent
equilibrium between HOM, HET and [Cu(P^P)2]+ could be observed in solution,[31] which on the one hand presents a bottleneck due to a lack of stability and on the other hand allows
for re-assembly of the active complex after ligand loss. However, despite the lack in stability the HETs are still necessary to
successfully obtain hydrogen, because no catalytic activity is
observed in the presence of HOM only.

+

triethylamine as sacri cial donor (blue). The resulting intermediate s excess
electron is most likely located at the N^N ligand. Bottom: general scheme of

last step the protons are reduced by the catalyst to produce hydrogen.

the IR bands revealed that the starting material [Fe3(CO)12 ] is
directly converted to the hydride species [HFe3(CO)11]- (Fig. 7a),
followed by the formation of a new species (Fig. 7b).[29] The formation of this bridged dinuclear iron complex is accompanied
by an increased rate of hydrogen evolution, which implies that
this process is coupled with the rate-limiting step.
The formed diiron species (Fig. 7b) strongly resembles the active
site of [FeFe] hydrogenase enzymes,[33] which inspired a large
community to mimic the catalytic center in structure and function.[11, 12] In nature, these enzymes reversibly catalyze hydrogen
oxidation as well as proton reduction (Fig. 7c), and therefore,
their mimics are widely used in photo- and electrocatalysis. A related diiron model complex was proven to successfully undergo
proton reduction in the presence of a ruthenium photosensitizer
and ascorbic acid as sacri cial electron donor.[34]
In the [FeFe] hydrogenase enzymes the reversible proton reduction and hydrogen oxidation reaction take place at the socalled distal iron (Fed), which possesses a free coordination
sphere for substrate binding (Fig. 7c). Therefore, the synthesis
of mononuclear [Fe] compounds that exclusively mimic this Fed
(general structure Fig. 8, top) is a suitable method to investigate the underlying catalytic processes. Advantageously, these
mononuclear iron model complexes offer multiple possibilities
to ne-tune their electronic properties, and therefore, allow the
investigation and understanding of structure-property-relationships. Thereby, information about the distal iron of [FeFe] hydrogenase active sites mimics are accessible. Speci c variations
can be made (cf. Fig. 8, top) at (i) the benzenedithiolate (bdt)
bridge, (ii) the phosphine ligand(s) and (iii) the substituents at
the amine function.[35]
The latter predominantly changes the basicity of the amine
site, which serves as a potential proton shuttle from the nitrogen to the iron, while alterations of (ii) in uence the structure
of the complexes and changes of (i) and (ii) affect the metal s
reduction potential. For instance, the nature of the phosphine
ligand determines, whether hexa- or pentacoordinated mono
iron complexes are obtained. For instance, monodentate lig-

One option to stabilize the CuPS is its immobilization onto TiO2
(powder or layer), which can be considered as rst step towards
a photoelectrochemical cell. Moreover, encapsulation with a polymer layer was performed to stabilize the composite. As a result,
the catalysis time was twice as long and the obtained turnover
number was increased by a factor of two. However, the mechanism is not clari ed in detail and no emission could be detected.
This is most likely due to the fast electron injection from the populated triplet excited state into the conduction band of TiO2 .[32]
INTERMOLECULAR PROCESSES

THE CATALYTIC UNIT

According to the results of the copper photosensitizers, the attention shifted to the catalytic center as well. This is important
because the overall system only works with photosensitizer and
catalyst and catalytic performance can be also improved at the
part of the catalytic center. In the previous section [Fe3(CO)12]
attracted most attention due to its performance and abundance. In order to monitor changes during the catalysis in operation, operando IR spectroscopy was performed. Analysis of

Fig. 7: a) Active species of the catalytic center generated from the starting
material [Fe3(CO)12 ] a short time after the start of the photocatalysis. b) During the reduction reaction this species is changed to a bridged Fe-Fe compound. c) General structure of a [FeFe] hydrogenase active site (p proximal;
d distal).
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ands like PMe3 and PPh3 result in hexacoordinated complexes. Instead, with bidentate ligands like 1,5-diaza-3,7-diphosphaoctane (PR2NPh2 ) penta-coordinated [Fe] structures with a
free coordination site are accessible (Fig. 8, top).[35]
In order to elucidate the mechanism the observation of catalytic
intermediates of [Fe] during reduction and protonation events
is desirable. For this reason, IR spectro-electrochemistry was
applied and rstly showed the reversibility of reduction and
re-oxidation in Fe1 (Fig. 8, structure top right and spectrum bottom). Coupling of IR spectroscopy with electrochemistry is very
supportive due to the indicative function of the carbonyl band,
which provides information about the electron density at the
iron center caused by - * backbonding. Upon several reduction
and re-oxidation cycles depletion of the IR band at 1940 cm-1
occurs accompanied by the rise of a new band at 1850 cm-1,
which clearly evidences the reduction of the iron center of Fe1.
Reduction increases the electron density at the iron, and thus,
the backbonding leads to a stronger Fe-C bond. Accordingly, the
C-O bond is weakened and the respective IR band shifts to lower
wavenumbers. Moreover, the Fe1 complex is stable over several reduction/re-oxidation cycles because no further changes
in the corresponding IR spectra could be detected (Fig. 8, bottom), which is a very important prerequisite for electrochemical
or photochemical hydrogen production. Moreover, the possibility
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of hydrogen generation even in the presence of weak acids like
acetic acid was con rmed by bulk electrolysis.[35]
Based on these results and in combination with the need for
photoelectrolysis, attention was paid on the development of
a photoelectrochemical cell. For this purpose, a [Fe] complex
and a coumarin 343 dye were immobilized onto NiO. In the
absence of any catalyst the coumarin 343 dye is reduced within femtoseconds by visible light and holes are generated at
the NiO layer. Afterwards, the recombination of the separated
charges between dye and p-type layer occurs within picoseconds.[36] Contrary, the immobilization of a [Fe] complex onto
the dye-NiO surface results in a light-driven electron transfer
from the primarily reduced coumarin 343 dye to the neighboring [Fe] within 50 ns, which is revealed by nanosecond transient absorption spectroscopy. Then, the recombination of
the separated charges takes place within about 100 s. With
this experiment the electron hopping between different molecules on a NiO surface with the evidence of a reduced hydrogen evolving catalyst on NiO could be realized for the rst
time. The knowledge about such electron transfer processes is
important for future design principles and operation requirements on the route to working photoelectrochemical cells.[37]
While iron systems already demonstrated to be very active reduction catalysts, systems based on copper also gained attention more recently. In combination with an iridium photosensitizer copper iodide showed a convincing long-term hydrogen
evolution activity for more than 48 days. The nature of the real
catalyst was examined using high angle annular dark eld scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) coupled
with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and X-Ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). The former revealed the formation
of nanoparticles with sizes of 5-10 nm. EDX proved them to contain iridium and copper, however, the oxidation state could not
entirely be determined with EDX. Therefore, XAS measurements
were performed before and after catalysis, which con rmed the
formation of Cu-Cu bonds, i.e. copper(0), during the catalysis.[38]
Thus, it becomes obvious that it is important to investigate the
mechanism for every intermolecular system separately, because there is no unique mechanism and also homo- as well
as heterogeneous pathways are possible.
CONCLUSION

Fig. 8: Top left: General structure of model complexes of the distal Fe d of
[FeFe] hydrogenases. The colors indicate various tuning possibilities to alter
the geometric structure (blue and red), electronic properties (blue and red)
and basicity (green) of these complexes. Top right: The complex Fe1 bearing
phenyl groups at P (R 1) and N (R 2) . Bottom: Fully reversible reduction (-1 .8 V)
and re-ox idation (-1.5 V vs. Ag/Ag+ ) of Fe1 monitored by FTIR spectro-electrochemistry measured against the unreduced compound Fe1. As result, the
original CO band of Fe1 at 1938 cm-1 depletes and a new band rises at 1850
cm-1 during the reduction. The re-oxidation processes lead to the unreduced
Fe1 whereby no bands are detectable due to Fe1 is used as background. No
loss or decomposition of the compound is detected during various cycles.
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In summary, light-driven proton reduction is achieved with several molecular systems. More importantly, a couple of methods
have been adopted to investigate the underlying mechanisms,
which is of particular signi cance for understanding and development of improved materials. Investigations focus either
on the characterization of materials or the electron transfer
processes. The electron transfer processes are resolved using
transient absorption spectroscopy (femtosecond range) and
resonance Raman spectroscopy (location of rst excited state).
Con rmation of singly reduced or oxidized states could be obtained by EPR spectroscopy and cyclovoltammetry (CV) as well
as their combination. IR spectroscopy is a useful tool to study
changes in molecular catalysts such as hydrogenase active
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site mimics. In addition, coupling with CV yields information
about stability of reduced and oxidized catalytic intermediates.
In the case of conversion to heterogeneous materials, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) coupled with EDX provides
insights into the size and elemental composition of the materials, while information about the oxidation state and environment are obtained with X-ray absorption near edge structure
(XANES) and extended X-ray absorption ne structure (EXAFS).
All these methods helped to deepen the understanding about
electron transfer processes and materials properties, which
will be also the prerequisite for the future development of advanced materials for water splitting.
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CHARGE CARRIER TRANSFER IN
HETEROGENEOUS PHOTOCATALYSIS
Ternary and quaternary oxide semiconductors with tunnel- or
layer-type crystal structure, e.g. defect-pyrochlores or layered
perovskites, offer unique properties for band gap engineering
while being stable under light irradiation. Besides band gap
reduction, minimizing charge carrier recombination in such
ic performance. Different strategies to optimize charge carrier
transfer are presented and discussed, using complex mixed
oxides and novel composites as model systems.

junction between metal and semiconductor, e.g. via Schottky contact, and can also act as electron reservoir for the reduction reaction. By that, the lifetime of the charge carriers
is strongly enhanced, meaning that less recombination takes
place and more charge carriers are longer available for reaction. Typical noble metals used as co-catalyst are Platinum (Pt),
Gold (Au) and Rhodium (Rh). Several research groups investigate the substitution of such noble metals with more abundant
catalysts for either H 2 or O2 evolution.7,8

INTRODUCTION

STRUCTURING THE SEMICONDUCTOR

Heterogeneous photocatalysis utilizes irradiated photons to
excite charge carriers in semiconductor materials, which can
perform electrochemical oxidation and reduction reactions on
the surface of the semiconductor. The type of reaction possible depends on the electrochemical redox potential of each
reaction with respect to the position of valence band (VB) and
conduction band (CB) of the semiconductor.1 For example, to
split water photocatalytically into Hydrogen (H2) and Oxygen
(O2 ), the CB minimum of the semiconductor has to be more
negative than 0 V (H+/H2, pH=0), and the VB maximum has
to be more positive than 1.23 V (H2O/O2, pH=0). A minimum
band gap of 1.23 eV is the result, however due to overpotentials necessary and ohmic losses, optimum band gaps for single absorber materials in photoelectrochemical water splitting
are discussed in the range of 1.8 to 2.2 eV.2,3

Despite modifying the surface of the light-absorbing semiconductor, shortened diffusion pathways, improved charge carrier
lifetimes, or better charge carrier separation can be achieved
also by mesostructuring. One strategy is the synthesis and
in-situ formation of semiconductor multiphase or multicomponent heterojunctions, to reduce charge carrier recombination
due to vectorial charge transfer in photocatalytic materials or
photoelectrochemical devices.

Charge carriers, namely electrons and holes, excited in a semiconductor have to reach the surface rst in order to perform
the surface reduction or oxidation, respectively.4 During that
migration, they most probably recombine if their diffusion
length Ld is shorter than the light penetration and depletion
layer width combined,5 and/or e.g. at crystal defects or grain
boundaries.3 Recombination reduces the photocatalytic or
photoelectrochemical performance, thus different strategies
are investigated to improve charge carrier separation, lifetime,
and migration, while reducing recombination.
A very prominent example is the decoration of semiconductors
with noble metals, acting as co-catalysts and active sites.6
They promote charge separation via transfer across the formed
* Dr. Roland Marschall
Institute of Physical Chemistry, Justus-Liebig-University Giessen
Heinrich-Buff-Ring 17, 35392 Giessen, Germany
phone: +49-641-9934592, fax: +49-641-9934599
E-Mail: roland.marschall@phys.Chemie.uni-giessen.de
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Fig. 1: Schematic charge carrier excitation, recombination, and transfer in a
two-component semiconductor heterojunction.

Figure 1 shows the principle, depicting two n-type semiconductors with different band gaps, which are however both excited
by irradiated light (not shown). In both semiconductors, electron-hole pairs are generated by excitation of electrons from
the VB to the CB, shown by the thick vertical arrows. The thin
arrows indicate the possibility of charge carrier recombination.
When both semiconductors are in good contact, electrons can
be transferred to the semiconductor with the lower lying CB
while holes can move upwards from the lower lying VB to the
other. Thus, the photoexcited charges are separated, and the
recombination of electrons and holes across the two materials
is less probable. Figure 1 also shows the possible following surface reactions, the oxidation occurring at the semiconductor
with the higher VB, and the reduction at the semiconductor
with the lower CB.
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This type of band position alignment is called a type II heterojunction. For comparison, in type I heterojunctions the VB and
CB edges of one semiconductor are enclosed by the VB and
CB edges of the second semiconductor. Type III heterojunctions have comparable band alignment to Figure 1, however
the higher lying VB edge is even more cathodic than the CB
minimum of the other semiconductor.9
It is also noteworthy that by semiconductor heterojunctions the
absorption of the photocatalyst system can be increased. In
Figure 1, the red sphere depicts a semiconductor with a smaller band gap than the grey sphere. The color indicates that only
the red semiconductor can absorb visible light, while the grey
one can absorb only UV light due to its larger band gap. When
the heterojunction is irradiated with sunlight, which contains
5% UV light, charge carriers are generated in both components. Without the red semiconductor , the left particle would
only be able to utilize those 5% for photocatalysis, but with the
red semiconductor more photons from sunlight in the visible
light range can be absorbed by the material system, leading to
more generated charge carriers for photocatalysis. In addition,
those charge carriers are also separated, as described before.
To enable ef cient interfacial contact in semiconductor composites, several strategies can be followed to achieve intimate
interfacial contact between the different components on the
nanoscale.
While physical mixtures of preformed components have often
been shown to exhibit insuf cient interfacial contact,10 methods like high-energy ball milling or ultrasonication can be used
to improve it. However, the most ef cient strategies to prepare
multiphase or multicomponent heterojunctions usually include
the in-situ formation of one component in the presence of a
second, or the synthesis of both components simultaneously.
For example, TiO2-polyheptazine heterojunctions are prepared
via formation of polyheptazine in the presence of preformed
TiO2 particles.11 In contrast, brookite-anatase TiO2 multiphase
heterojunctions are prepared by controlling the urea concentration for thermal hydrolysis of titanium bis(ammonium lactate) dihydroxide (TALH) under hydrothermal conditions.12
By adjusting the precursor concentration and ratio during wet
chemical synthesis, it is possible to control the formation and
component composition of the semiconductor heterojunction.
For instance, by setting the ratio of Barium (Ba) and Tantalum
(Ta) precursors to desired amounts, two- and three-component
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Fig. 2: Top: H 2 evolution experiments with different Barium tantalate heterojunctions in H 2O/MeOH before and after deposition of Rh co-catalyst as well
as photodeposition of Cr2 O3 ; Bottom: Overall water splitting with Rh/Cr2 O3 decorated Barium tantalate heterojunctions; Reproduced with permission13 ,
© 2014, Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry.

material, the co-catalyst is the only possibility to separate photoexcited charges, transferring electrons to the noble metal
active site to reduce recombination. In the heterojunction, the
composite itself separates the charges already reducing the
recombination, thus additional co-catalyst deposition has a minor effect on charge separation and activity.
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activity towards H2 generation from water/methanol mixtures.
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Moreover, the difference in H2 evolution rates before ( ) and
after ( ) Rh photodeposition is much larger for phase pure
Ba5Ta4O1 5 than with Ba5 Ta4O15-Ba3Ta5O1 5. For the phase pure

an even more astonishing fact can be observed. The hetero5
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50 % higher activity for H2 evolution than the phase pure
Ba5Ta4O15 with Rh on the surface. The trend of improved photocatalytic activity can also be transferred to overall water splitting after covering Rh with Cr 2O3 (Figure 2 bottom). However,
the values for H2 are lower in that case since now water has
to be oxidized instead of methanol, being the rate determining
step due to the overpotential of O2 at the oxide surface. This
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could be further optimized with an additional co-catalyst. Cr 2O3
is used to cover Rh to inhibit the back reaction of O2 and H2 to
water, since O2 cannot diffuse through Cr2O3 for back reaction
at the Rh surface.15
The results indicate that composite design can be more ef cient for charge carrier separation than the use of noble metal
co-catalysts. However, it also shows that phase purity should
be of utmost concern for material scientists in the eld of semiconductor photocatalysis, because impurities can boost photocatalytic activity due to charge carrier separation and transfer to a level phase pure materials would not achieve. Figure 3
shows the possible charge carrier transfer via the three-component composite. This transfer is only that ef cient since the
three components have very intimate interfacial contact due to
the in-situ formation during synthesis.
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high aspect ratio and surface area for good photocatalytic activity, but remaining thick enough avoiding band gap increase
due to quantum con nement.19 Thus, the diffusion length for
charge carriers is decreased, which should reduce the recombination probability.
A prominent technique to prepare semiconductor nano bers
from solutions is electrospinning. Molecular metal precursors
are dissolved in appropriate solvents containing a polymer to
increase the viscosity and prevent Rayleigh instability. This
spinning solution is pumped through a cannula, which also acts
as electrode. Between the cannula and a collector, a high voltage is applied.20 Fibers are collected containing usually around
70% polymer, resulting in oxide nano bers after calcination.
Even the complex semiconductor materials Ba5Ta4-x NbxO15
(x=0, 2, 4) can be prepared via electrospinning as nano bers
with several micrometers in length. Although these (111)-layered perovskite bers need calcination temperatures of 800
- 900 °C, the brous morphology can still be achieved with a
highly crystalline material (Figure 4) consisting of small single
crystals. The reason is the formation mechanism via intermediately formed carbonates strengthening the ber morphology.21
The different materials exhibit similar surface areas of 5 m2 g-1.

2

Fig. 3 : Possible charge transfer across the three-component heterojunction
in overall water splitting; Reproduced with permission13 , © 2014, Published
by The Royal Society of Chemistry.

The examples shown are heterojunctions between two or
more n-type semiconductors. However, the situation is different when the heterojunction is made of a p-type and an n-type
semiconductor. Semiconductor physics dictates that between
two semiconductors in contact Fermi level equilibration occurs.
In case of p-n junctions, the effect of Fermi level equilibration
results in strong band bending in the space charge layer between both semiconductors. Under irradiation, photoexcited
electrons would always transfer from the p-type to the n-type
semiconductor, while the holes transfer to the p-type semiconductor, independent on the band positions before the formation of the heterojunction.
A classic example is the combination of Cu2O, a p-type semiconductor, and TiO2, an n-type semiconductor.16 More recent
examples of p-n-heterojunction photoelectrodes utilize two visible-light absorbing semiconductors, for example, p-CaFe2O4/
TaON or p-CaFe2O4/ -Fe2O3 .17,18 The examples of p-n oxide
heterojunctions are still quite rare, compared to the number of
n-n heterojunctions known, since not many p-type oxide semiconductor have yet been considered.9 However, p-n heterojunctions are very ef cient for charge separation, and can open up
new ways of vectorial charge transfer in future composites.
REDUCING THE DIFFUSION LENGTH
Fibrous semiconductors can be advantageous compared to
particle systems in semiconductor photocatalysis, if having a
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Ba5 Ta2Nb2 O15, which might be due to not fully covered Rh by
Cr2 O3. However, the nano bers do not show superior photocatalytic activity in water splitting compared to powders prepared
via sol-gel syntheses. This fact has to be investigated further by
optimizing the ber diameter and surface area.
Is there an optimum morphology for photocatalysis? The nanober example shows that sometimes one cannot foresee the
in uence of morphology on photocatalytic properties, especially not for such complex materials. However, what is the optimum morphology for a high surface area photocatalyst?
To achieve high surface area oxide materials, templating
strategies are known for decades utilizing surfactants, blockcopolymers or hard templates to prepare highly mesoporous
(pores between 2 - 50 nm) materials. In many cases, even
ordered mesoporosity is achieved, due to self assembly, liquid-crystal templating, or nanocasting.22, 23 Besides porosity,
the preparation of nanoparticles is another possibility to increase the surface area of an oxide semiconductor.
It is very important to know and understand the optimum
morphology of high surface area semiconductors for photocatalysis, whether it should be non-ordered but porous, highly ordered and porous, or as nanoparticles. Figure 5 shows
three possible schematic morphologies plus some examples.
All three morphologies should exhibit high surface area and
short diffusion lengths for photoexcited charge carriers, the latter due to small particle size or thin pore walls, usually in the
range of several nanometers.
It is already known from other applications where transport
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the surface area decreased (209 and 175 m 2 g-1), the pore
diameter decreased slightly, but the activity increased, respectively. Commercial TiO2 nanoparticles (Evonik-Degussa Aeroxide TiO2 P25) however exhibited only 50 m 2 g-1 of speci c surface area, are highly crystalline, but show lower activity than
mesoporous TiO2 prepared at 400 °C.

Fig. 4: Top: SEM (top row) and TEM (middle row) images of layered perovskite
nano bers after calcination at 900 °C, plus SAED (lower row) of the marked
areas. Bottom: Overall water splitting gas evolution traces of (111)-layered
nano bers with Rh/Cr2 O3 (0.0125 wt.-% each) decoration. Reproduced with
permission 19, © 2015 Wiley-VCH.

pore disorder can be crucial to reduce pore blocking effects
and transport constraints.25 Highly ordered narrow pores, like
in hexagonal ordered mesopores (Figure 5 middle column),
can be easily blocked, while a non-ordered porosity exhibits
many different types of pore channels. Thus, it is questionable whether an ordered porous material would be bene cial
for photocatalysis, but still be worthwhile as a model system.
Comparing mesoporous semiconductors with nanoparticles
for H2 evolution, different studies have been performed on
Pt-decorated TiO2.26 Mesoporous TiO 2 with ordered mesopores
of 7.2 nm prepared at 350 °C showed the highest surface area
(267 m2 g-1), but hardly any crystallinity and very low activity.
With increasing crystallinity via calcination at higher temperatures (400 or 450 °C), the mesopore structural ordering and

This study revealed that high crystallinity is more important for
photocatalytic hydrogen generation than surface area. However, what if the crystallinity would be comparably high, but the
pore morphology is varied? Highly ordered mesoporous SiO2
or TiO2 materials are usually amorphous materials. However,
a photocatalyst should exhibit high crystallinity with low defect
concentration to minimize recombination. The latter seems really necessary even if the diffusion path for the charge carriers
is only 5-10 nm. But is high surface area or high pore ordering
or the pore diameter the most important parameter for high
photocatalytic activity?
We use the complex semiconductor CsTaWO6 as model system
to investigate the optimum pore morphology for H2 production.
CsTaWO6 has a defect-pyrochlore structure that is, like the layered structures of Ba5Ta4-xNbxO15 , bene cial for nitrogen doping
via ammonolysis to reduce the band gap into the visible light
range.27 The two d0 elements also enable band gap engineering
via lattice variations,28 and we have developed a citrate-based
aqueous synthesis route for this material,29 which now enables
us to investigate mesostructuring of this compound. We have
succeeded to prepare highly porous, highly crystalline CsTaWO6
with different pore sizes and morphology, however not with
highly ordered mesopores yet.30 We found rst indications for a
dependence of photocatalytic H2 generation on pore morphology, but more studies have to be performed to con rm these
ndings. We will also compare our mesoporous CsTaWO6 ma-
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terials with highly crystalline, phase-pure nanoparticles (compare Figure 5) in the future.
CONCLUSIONS

photocatalytic activity. Semiconductor heteroreduces recombination probability. Mesostructured semiconductors like high surface area

Fig. 5: Upper row schematics: Non-ordered porosity vs. ordered por osity vs. nanopar ticles; Below: Non-ordered
mesoporous CsTaWO 6 prepared by the authors, highly ordered mesoporous SiO2 prepared by 24 , and CsTaWO6
nanoparticles also prepar ed by the authors. TEM of SiO2 reproduced with permission24, © 2009 Wiley -VCH.

e.g. composite nano bers/nanoparticles, which
might lead to further improved performance in photocatalysis
and photoelectrochemistry. Nevertheless, combining materials
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